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Facundo Amuchastegui: Evolution of cars along the years: which car
companies were the best and why?
Cars and their companies have been around us for a long time and they have evolved as so, in
different areas. Dividing companies into periods of time and taking their historical
background as a help to understand why their cars evolved the way they did, this thesis aims
to determine which car company was the best of its time, giving the reason why and also to
write an hypothetical opinion based on the information I gathered, about how will this
industry be in the next few years. In order to do this, I will be asking myself questions such
as: Which company was the best at a certain period of time and why?; why were the type of
cars they made the most revolutionary or technological ones? These questions will take into
account the different types of car each stage of history had. And finally, how will this industry
end up in the next 20 to 30 years?
The information disposed of in this thesis was gathered in different ways such as surveys and
polls, internet blogs and websites, movies, etc. The results found indicated that every
company that highlighted in every era had a shared characteristic, they all satisfied most of
people's needs. They provided a solution in the best way possible, such as in the war or when
they were first invented, the company who could give results better and quicker was the best.
And that's why I think and can prove, that in the next few decades most of the cars will be
electric, and the companies that make them will highlight.
To conclude, the best companies of each era were the ones that could give people a solution to
their problems, adding obviously their designs and the company renown. And in the future,
companies such as tesla and many others, will be the most important in the world.

